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	"Lecture Notes: Obstetrics and Gynaecology" provides a concise introduction to obstetrics and gynaecology for medical students and junior doctors. Six sections examine the female development from the early years to old age. The text starts with a section on Basic Science. Self-assessment questions are found throughout the text to enhance knowledge and understanding. Part 1 looks at female reproductive anatomy and physiology in detail. Part 2 covers the puberty and menstrual problems of young women, sub fertility, pregnancy prevention and introduces benign diseases, genital tract infections and sexual problems. Part 3 examines the reproductive years. Detailed coverage of the mother and foetus in pregnancy includes problems and diseases in pregnancy, labour and the newborn child development.Part 4 covers the mature woman, and includes abnormal vaginal blood loss, pelvic pain, breast disease and screening for gynaecological cancer. Part 5 discusses the older woman and malignant gynaecological conditions, the menopause and pelvic floor disorders. Part 6 provides an audit of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, looking at statistics in reproductive medicine and gives the answers to self-assessment questions found throughout the text."Lecture Notes: Obstetrics and Gynaecology" is written specifically for medical students, junior doctors on foundation programmes, midwives and General Practitioners. Review quotes on Previous Editions: 'Well edited, concise, and a useful source of information' - 2nd Opinion - "Edinburgh Student Gazette". 'Thankfully these are nothing like my lecture notes. This book is packed with useful info' - Surgo, "Glasgow University Medical Journal". 'A really easy book to read, useful in enabling students to grasp the basics' - Northwing - "Sheffield Medical Magazine".
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Exim: The Mail Transfer AgentO'Reilly, 2001

	
	
		Back in 1995, the central computing services at Cambridge University were running
	
		a variety of mail transfer agents, including Sendmail, Smail 3, and PP. Some
	
		years before, I had converted the systems whose mail I managed from Sendmail to
	
		Smail to make it easier to handle the special requir ements of the early 1990s...
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Mastering Citrix XenServerPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design and implement highly optimized virtualization solutions using Citrix® XenServer® 6.2


	About This Book

	
		Master mission-critical aspects of virtualization to develop, deploy, and administer virtual infrastructures
	
		Integrate Citrix XenServer with OpenStack and CloudStack to...
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Sams Teach Yourself Regular Expressions in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 2004
RegEx is supported in all major development environments (for use in editing and working with code) and will thus appeal to anyone using these tools.  In addition, every JavaScript developer should be using RegEx, but most don't as it has never been taught to them properly before.  Developers using ASP, C#, ColdFusion, Java JSP, PHP, Perl,...
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The Journey to the Mayflower: God's Outlaws and the Invention of FreedomPegasus Books, 2020

	An authoritative and immersive history of the far-reaching events in England that led to the sailing of the Mayflower.

	

	2020 brings readers the 400th anniversary of the sailing of the Mayflower—the ship that took the Pilgrim Fathers to the New World. It is a foundational event in American history,...
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Algorithmics: The Spirit of ComputingAddison Wesley, 1987

	Provides a study of the fundamental theoretical ideas of computing and examining how to design accurate and efficient algorithms.


	This book tells a story. The story concerns the concepts, ideas, methods and results fundamental to computer science. It is not specifically about computer technology, nor is it about computer...
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Building a PC For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Got a screwdriver? You can put together your own PC!
Build the foundation, install an operating system, and add the cool stuff      

You'll be amazed at how easy it can be to assemble your own PC — and how much fun you can have! This book skips the techno-talk and takes you through the process step by step. Install sound and video...
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